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I
The wedding of William Cavendish, later 2nd earl of Devonshire, to Christian Bruce in the

Rolls Chapel on 10 April 1608 took almost everyone by surprise. It was arranged hastily and

in secret. Rumour had it that the young man had objected to the match-to a mere girl of
twelve-until threatened by his domineering, hard-headed father with the loss of f,100,000.1

Even the boy's close relatives then at court-his uncle, Henry, and his cousin, Lady Arbella
Stuart-were only invited by Lord Cavendish to attend the wedding supper after the ceremony

was concluded (she did so; he did not).2 Lord Cavendish gave as his reason for not previously

acquainting his brother with the marriage plans that 'he had great Enemies', who might, had

the matter been made public, have sought to cross him.3 Henry wrote to his cousin, the earl

of Shrewsbury that although there was great rejoicing in the family over the match this did
not appear to extend to the groom, who was bedded with his bride-'meetly handsome'red-
head to his great punishment some 2 hours'. And he added a tantalizing aside: 'Alas! poor

Wylkyn! he desired and deserved a Woman already grown'.4 Not long after the wedding,
rumours began to circulate that young William not only desired another woman, but was in
fact already married, or pre-contracted, to her. These rumours drew in other members of the

family, including the ill-fated Lady Arbella Stuart, and led Lord Cavendish and his son into a
series of legal actions-in the Court of Arches, the High Court of Delegates, and finally Star

Chamber, to prove the illegitimacy of the supposed contract and argue that young William had

been the blameless victim of a sinister conspiracy of Hardwick servants, including one of his
mother's waiting gentlewomen and his own tutor. The story sheds unexpected light on life at

Hardwick in the early seventeenth century and raises questions about the legitimacy of the

2nd earl's marriage to Lady Christian Bruce.
The main surviving evidence for the scandal ofthe supposed pre-contract consists ofthe

records of a Star Chamber suit focused on William and a group of domestic servants and

members of their families.s The case was brought by the Attorney General, Sir Henry Hobart,
in the spring of 1609.6 It was broughtnotpro rege--on behalf of the crown-but by the

Attorney General under relation: in effect, as a private case for which the Attorney General

had been retained by the plaintiff-although the information stating the case included the

claim that both the king's dignity and social order within his kingdom were at stake.T The

case was directed against William's erstwhile tutor Robert Bruen (now identiffing himself
as a 'clerk'resident in the Blackfriars), his wife Margaret (nde Nicholls, sometime a laundry
maid to Lady Elizabeth Cavendish), Margaret Chatterton (now an attendant on Lady Arbella
Stuart), her father Humphrey (of Longdon, Staffordshire and park keeper to Lord Paget of
Beaudesert Park), her mother Elinor, her brother John, and a cluster of others including Richard
Abrahall and Richard Dodsworth (servants), Sir John Skinner of London, and Richard Weston
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(a Staffordshire gentlemen) and his wife, Ellen, who was mother of Elinor Chatterton.8

The main charge was conspiracy: the Chattertons, Westons, and Bruens had conspired to

contrive and subsequently allege a socially inappropriate marriage between Lord Cavendish's

young heir and one of his wife's servants or waiting gentlewomen, Margaret Chatterton, prior

to his son's wedding, in April 1608, to Christian Bruce.e Enfolded in it also were allegations

of abduction, practice (i.e., scheming or trickery), subornation of perjury and instructing of
witnesses, as also were hints at maintenance and champerty (i.e., the maintaining of a person

in a law suit in the expectation of a share in profits deriving from it)-though these latter

may simply have been hints thrown out in the interest of casting as wide as possible a net.ro

At stake were alleged to be proper relations between masters and servants, the dignity of the

nobility, and thus the very foundations of the commonwealth.rr In his near-contemporary

study of Star Chamber, William Hudson references the case as one of those 'Causes here

Examinable, not Otherwise Punishable'that justifr the existence of the court: 'the inveigling

of young gentlemen, and entangling of them in contracts of marriage to their utter ruin, to

which no statute extendeth, as the Case of the lord Cavendish, Chambers, and others'.r2

Perhaps this alone is enough to explain why the Attorney General took it on; but one suspects

here the influence of Lord Bruce, young Sir William's father-in-law and a member of the

Privy Council-Star Chamber being little more than the Privy Council acting as a prerogative

court.l3
In Star Chamber process, evidence was gathered by means of written interrogatories and

depositions; this placed a premium on the construction of elaborate, detailed narratives,

emphasizing coherence and dramatic plausibility.'a Coherence and plausibility are not,

however, necessarily close allies of truth. And the reader of the surviving materials is faced

with two coherent but radically different narratives. The plaintiffs'case reads like a Jacobean

city comedy, filled out with a cast of conniving servants, scheming rivals, and gullible heirs;

the defence, on the contrary reads like a romantic tragedy, centered on star-crossed lovers

thwarted by patriarchal authority. The latter view was echoed by some contemporaries,

including William's uncle Henry, in his lament on behalf of 'Poor Wylkyn', who 'desired and

deserved a Woman already grown'.rs The romantic view has been taken up by some modern

scholars.r6 But interpretative caution is needed, and certainty about the facts of the case is

probably unattainable.rT

II
We can be reasonably sure of some things. Over the autumn and winter of 1606, young

William (who would then have been around sixteen), took a shine to Margaret Chatterton,

then in her late teens or early twenties.r8 Chatterton was probably somewhat more than a mere

servant; she was perhaps a gentlewoman, placed in service (as many young gentlemen and

women were) as part of her upbringing-this was how William's mother, Bess, had made her

start in the world.re But the matter is disputed and her status not entirely unclear.2o Even if she

could claim gentle status, her family and the Cavendishes were hardly, by this time, operating

on an equal social footing. While William's grandmother had come from a minor Derbyshire

family she had, by sound investments and good luck, amassed a fortune and married into the

aristocracy.2r She would not be happy to see her grandson marrying down.

That there was an affectionate relationship between William and Margaret, both sides were

agreed. Where the dispute began was over its nature. According to the defence, William fell

passionately in love with Margaret Chatterton, importuning her, lavishing gifts upon her, and
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eventually contracting a marriage with her. The contract was allegedly made 'by word & not
by writinge', on the afternoon of 3 February 1606[/71in his parents'bedchamber at Hardwick,
no one else being present, with the words: 'here I speake in the presence of god & I take thee
to my wedded wief w[i]th full purpose never to marrye other till deathe doth [ust deleted)us
part & thereuppo[n] I doe gyve thee my faiethe and trothe'.22 The defendants'case was that
such words constituted a perfect contract of marriage verba de praesenti.23 Andif William had
actually uttered them and been competent to do so they would almost certainly have done so.2a

But the plaintiffs did not allow either that he uttered them or that he was competent to
do so. In their version of events Margaret Chatterton was an experienced older woman of
about thirty, a woman 'of a loose dissolute and infamous life', and 'of a subtill & pestilent
witt', who, working in combination with her family and fellow servants, employed 'wanton
daliaunc[es] and false & faigned Protestac[i]ons ofher love'to beguile and entrap the innocent
heiq 'sometimes Comendinge his person & good partes as thoughe the same had drawen her
to admirac[i]on of his vertue & to be enamored of his person'.25 Robert Bruen, despite having
been hired to fumish the young nobleman with a 'vertuous educac[i]on', by way of 'gram[m]
er and other learning', set about, with the aid of his future wife, Margaret (n6e Nicholls, a
laundry maid at Hardwick, and bedfellow to Margaret Chatterton), persuading his charge 'to
love and affect'Margaret, 'untruelie and falcelie Com[m]endinge her for many supposed good
quallityes and good partes', and 'perswadinge him to preferr a vertuous woman (wherein the
said margarett had no part at all) above ritches, honor or preferment'. To clinch their plan,
the conspirators 'did further perswade and allure'William to call Mistress Chatterton 'wife'.
This he did, without understanding its potential implications and 'Conceaving yt to be but
tearmes of familiaritie merth and Curtisie'.26 Nor was this all. Around February 1606[i7] the
Bruens persuaded William to write letters to her, 'Conteyninge love and toyes and therin to
Call her wife and Call himselfe her husband', which he did, on several occasions, as Bruen
directed. Finally, they persuaded Chatterton to press William to marry her, 'hee havinge not
then atteyned the age of fowerteene yeres', which she attempted, 'sometymes by teares,
sometymes by faigned & false p[ro]testac[i]ons of her love & affection', and by proclaiming
her desire to die if he refused.27

The claim that William was under fourteen years of age at the time is significant.28 Canon
law had fixed puberfy for boys, and thus the age at which they could independently contract
marriage, at fourteen.2e According to the jurist Henry Swinburne, the use of present tense
rather than future by a child making a spousal vow would render the supposed contract invalid
de praesenti-although it could arguably be valid defuturo.3o But any contract William might
have attempted to make could be 'reclaimed' or 'dissented' against upon his reaching lawful
age.3r Such was the plaintiffs' case. William had, howeveq evidently been older than fourteen:
Lord Cavendish subsequently deposed that he was around fifteen years old at the time of the
relationship, and William himself claimed in his deposition on 20 November [609] that he
was then around twenty, making him around seventeen or eighteen at the time in question.32
Although it was unnecessary to do so for the case at hand, which concerned not the legitimacy
of the supposed contract but the conspiracy surrounding it, the plaintiffs were clearly falsiffing
William's age.33

According to the plaintiffs, William, feeling himself under pressure to contract, became
suspicious and alerted his parents, who, 'in presence of sondrie persons of great worth and
Creditt', confronted Margaret Chatterton and her accomplices, who swore that there was
neither contract nor pre-contract between her and William; she alleged that she had not taken
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his childish affection seriously and was, around March 1606117), discharged from service,

returning to her father's house in Longdon.3a

III
The defendants then, according to the plaintiffs, embarked upon a new stage in their practice.

Margaret's father, mother, and brother attempted to secure from William letters that could be

used to prove the existence of a contract.35 The defence insisted that after Margaret's departure

Lord Cavendish placed his son under the close surveillance ofhis servants and that the young

man used intermediaries to carry such letters to Margaret in secret, urging his conhacted

bride to sign herself 'Margaret Cavendishe', and even attempting to arrange to have her

brought back to Derbyshire in order to take part in a wedding ceremony (at Bolehill, near

Wirksworth).36 The main go-between was allegedly Humphrey Maddox, clerk to Anthony

Dyott of Lichfield and a near neighbour there of Humphrey Chatterton.3?

There were close family and geographic connections among the defendants. Dyott was an

Inner Temple lawyer who sat in the House of Commons as Member for Lichfield and held the

stewardship of the honor of Tutbury.38 His wife, Dorothy, was sister to Lady Cavendish; it was

she who had preferred Margaret Chatterton to her sister's service.3e Though not themselves

charged in the information, the Dyotts and their clerk were linked by kinship and residence to

families allegedly involved in the conspiracy. Anthony Dyott was kinsman to Richard Weston,

who was accused of demanding money from Lord Cavendish for copies of the letters.{ The

Westons lived at Beaudesert Park, where Humphrey Chatterton was park keeper.

One wonders about the proximity between these Staffordshire families and Lord
Cavendish's older brother Henry, of Tutbury Priory.ar Henry had been largely excluded

from his mother's will after his involvement in an unsuccessful plot to release Lady Arbella
Stuart from custody in Hardwick.a2 Although Chatsworth was entailed on him his mother, the

countess ofShrewsbury left the contents ofthe house to his younger brother, her favourite

son; she had in fact already moved many of them to Hardwick. On the countess's death in

1608 the dispute between the two brothers burst into the open. William launched a Chancery

action to recover Chatsworth, the first subpoena being delivered to Henry the morning after
young William's son's wedding.a3 Was Henry perhaps involved in fomenting the scheme to

undermine his brother?

IV
According to the plaintiffs, nothing further was heard of the matter until after the marriage, in
April 1608, ofWilliam to Christian Bruce, which cemented an alliance between a rising figure
in the north midlands and one of James's leading Scottish courtiers.a Some three months

after the wedding, in July 1608, Margaret's parents visited William Woodward, an attorney

at Lincoln's Inn, and showed him some letters allegedly penned by William to Margaret and

claimed that these, in the opinion of their counsel in canon law, constituted 'a perfect p[re]

contract'of marriage.as Woodward claims he advised the Chattertons to drop the matter. He

nonetheless paid a discreet visit to Lord Cavendish's London home in Aldersgate Street, while
Lord Cavendish was away, meeting with the family's London receiveq Henry Travice, and

William himself, at which meeting he stressed the desirability of suppressing the Chatterton

suit and suggested that a marriage dowry for Margaret of f,1,000 might do the trick.a6 From

the financially prudent Lord Cavendish no such settlement was forthcoming.
The Chattertons then approached Lord Bruce by way of Lancelot Lowther, an Inner
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Temple lawyer and the queen's solicitor, who came to him during Hilary term (23 Jaurary to
13 February) 160819 bearing copies of letters purportedly written by the couple and a list of
witnesses to the marriage contact: a list that included Margaret Bruen, Humphrey Maddox,

and John Molyneux of Teversal, Nottinghamshire.aT A number of the supposed witnesses were

examined by Lord Bruce and Lord Cavendish and denied any knowledge of a contract.as But
the rumours persisted, stirred, the plaintiffs held, by the Chattertons' continuing publication

of the supposed contract. In order to clear the question, William (as of 7 March, ,Slr William)
Cavendish brought a suit of cazsa jactitationis matrimonii-a suit alleging that the defendant

had been wrongfully boasting of being married to the plaintiF-against Margaret Chatterton
and her father to the Court ofArches.ae The presiding judge, Sir Daniel Dun, quickly found in
William's favour, thereby enjoining the Chattertons' silence.so

But a court judgement did not deter them. Claiming that Sir Daniel's judgement was
suspiciously hasty, the Chattertons brought an appeal to the High Court of Delegates.srAnd
at this point (March l608y9l) other enemies of the Cavendishes allegedly became embroiled,
initiating the final phase of the conspiracy: the procuring and suboming of witnesses to the
existence of the contract.s2Around Easter 1608/9], letters and interrogatories were sent from
London into Derbyshire to enquire of several Cavendish family servants (William Smith,
Charles Gesling (or Gosling) and his son John, Edward Bagshawe, and John Molyneux) what
they knew about the contract.53 The bearers of these documents were Richard Abrahall and
Richard Dodsworth, servants of Lord Cavendish's wayward cousin Lady Arbella Stuart, by
whose hand they were subscribed.sa Her letter to Charles Gesling of 28 March 1609 (penned

by a secretary but endorsed in her autograph) survives.ss According to the plaintiffs Abrahall
and Dodsworth promised 'recompence, rewarde, or favour'to those who would testiry to the
existence of a contract.s6 And the hint, in Lady Arbella's letter to Gesling, at the possibility of
reward for useful information about the contract ('I have powr to do you or your sonne good')
lends some colour to this view, as does the jokingly threatening postscript, 'if thou be still a
good fellow and an honest man, show it now, or be hanged'.s7

It was the household of Lady Arbella that formed the link between Abrahall and Dodsworth
and the earlier actors in the affair. By the summer of 1609 Margaret Chatterton was in Lady
Arbella's service as an attendant.s8 Payments to her appear alongside those to Abrahall and
Dodsworth in Lady Arbella's account book.se Margaret Bruen, then resident in the Blackfriars,
where LadyArbella had purchased a house in the summer of 1608, was frequently employed
by her as a seamstress during 1609 and thereafter.6o In 1609 Bruen's husband, Robert,
received payment for stabling Lady Arbella's horse, and, in 1612, appears to have entered
her service, being responsible, after Lady Arbella's confinement in the Tower, for lodging
Margaret Chatterton.6r Lady Arbella's attempt in the summer of 1609 to beg livings ('two of
the next good personages') from her uncle, the earl of Shrewsbury may have been an attempt
to secure a position for the displaced chaplain and tutor.62

LadyArbella's promotion ofthe cause ofMargaret Chafterton jostles uncomfortably against
a contemporary report that she was responsible for contriving William's marriage to Christian
Bruce. That report, however, comes from an unreliable source (the groom's disgruntled uncle)
and is undermined by the fact that Lady Arbella was absent from the ceremony and was
invited to join the subsequent festivities only at the last possible moment.63 What, then, were
Lady Arbella's motives? In her study of the Chatterton case, Carolyn Sale reads Lady Arbella
as a proto-feminist heroine, orchestrating a subversive legal strategy to provide justice for her
wronged attendant.n This is an appealing thesis, but its gratification of modern sensibilities
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should give us pause.65 It is true that Lady Arbella offered some payment for Margaret

Chatterton in connection with the law-sending her 5s., for example, on I 5 November 1609,

'[th]e night she went to Grays Inn'(though this visit may have been connected with Lady

Arbella's efforts to repair relations between Henry Yelverton of Gray's Inn and the king).66

But the depositions of Abrahall and Dodsworth reveal some additional and rather different

motivations for her involvement; and the dminence grise behind this stage of the conspiracy

was not (in the plaintiffs'view) Lady Arbella but her associate, Sir John Skinner.

According to Abrahall and Dodsworth, Lady Arbella was concerned for the 'creditt &
reputac[i]on' of her attendant, Margaret Chatterton.6T That she should go so far in defence

of a servant---even a gentlewoman-against her own cousin may on the face of it seem

improbable; but LadyArbella did not enjoy entirely harmonious relations with her Cavendish

cousins, and tended to develop close-in modem terms, 'dependent'-relationships with her

servants, taking unusual pains on their behalf.68 But it was not only the reputation of her

attendant that was at stake in her cousin's marriage to Christian Bruce. Lady Arbella had at

the time of the marriage been negotiating her own match for young William, with Lady Anne

Clifford, daughter of Margaret, countess of Cumberland.6e According to Abrahall she thought

herself 'not well used in some proceedinges touchinge & concerning'Sir William ('touched in

a high point ofhonour', as the breviat for the case put it).70 Such proceedings were probably

the marriage negotiations, from which she had evidently been excluded but in which she

no doubt felt, as a bearer ofthe Stuart name and royal blood, she had a right to be centrally

involved. It should be noted that a possible additional motive may have been pecuniary: Lady

Arbella appears, by 1609, to have been heavily indebted, living well beyond her means, and

lacking a lucrative court perquisite that might help her gain credit (by the summer of the year

she had, however, successfully sought the license for sale of wine and whisky in Ireland).7'

But while such a motive may account for the involvement of her associates, it would seem

to be out of keeping with her character. A blend of wounded amour propre, noblesse oblige,

naivety, and narcissism is probably sufficient to account for Lady Arbella's pursuit of her

attendant's claim. Others, however, had different motivations.
Behind the activities of Abrahall and Dodsworth, behind the letters and interrogatories

written by Lady Arbella, the plaintiffs detected the malign influence of Sir John Skinner.

Skinner is now an obscure figure who appears in several contemporary court records. He is

described by one modern scholar as 'turbulent, headstrong and untrustworthy' and was at

the time in financial difficulties.72 A frequent visitor to Lady Arbella, Skinner was involved

with her in some questionable financial dealings.T3 His wife (a devout Roman Catholic)

was reported to exert a powerful influence over her.7a The plaintiffs regarded Skinner as the

moving force behind the Chattertons' continued pursuit of the claim of a contract after the

judgement against them in the Court of Arches, and of being the source of enticement of the

supposed witnesses; the plaintiffs sought evidence also that he (or someone) was maintaining

the Chattertons and the Bruens in London.75 Skinner of course denied involvement, as did

those he was supposedly maintaining.T6
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V
Star Chamber procedure was, as we have noted, for clerks to collect depositions in response to
written interrogatories. Since witnesses spoke on behalf of their sponsors they expected their
expenses to be covered: they expected, in other words, payment for speaking to their sponsors'
interests.TT With his financial resources and loyal servants, Lord Cavendish mustered an ample
roster of witnesses to undermine the credibility and besmirch the characters of the principal
defendants.Ts The stories they told were detailed and plausible, racy and lurid, especially in
regard to the female defendants. According to Alice Bradshaw, a widow of Goldsbrough,
Northumberland, Margaret Chatterton had conducted an amorous intrigue with her late
husband.Te Sir William's seryant, John Rose, had witnessed her fooling around with several
servants at Hardwick.80 But the most devastating allegations were directed at Margaret Bruen
(n6e Nicholls). She had pre-contracted a marriage with Robert Hurt and had carnal knowledge
of him (he had released her because she frequented other men).8r She was rumoured to have
borne a bastard child.82 At the christening of Lord Cavendish's youngest son, John, she had
been discovered with Humphrey Edmondson, clerk of the kitchen (now--conveniently-
deceased), in the larder of the lower house at Hardwick, he with 'his britches downe, and she

her clothes upp'.83 John Rose deposed that she had, prior to her marriage to Bruen, claimed
to be a married woman, asserting as much to 'T[h]o[mas]: Hobbes s[er]vant'-the future
philosopher who had succeeded Bruen as Sir William's tutor.8a Not only was she sexually
incontinent, she was unruly and subversive, given to drinking, swearing, dancing, and wearing
men's clothes. Hurt insisted that several Christmases ago she had cavorted while wearing
rapier and dagger.85 Rose deposed that she would 'pull her clothes betweene her legges'in
the manner of galligaskins (i.e., a kind of wide hose or breeches), and, thus accoutred, would
'daunce and leape before men in very uncivill mann[er]', rubbing her thighs and belly saying
'heare is a greate ytche', among other lewd remarks and gestures.86 Such claims should not be
given much credence. It is no surprise that, when questioned by the defence as to whether they
had been encouraged by their masters to defame or sully the credit or reputation of Margaret
Bruen or other defendants, Rose and other family servants refused to testifu.87

The defence, for its part, was able to muster a few witnesses from within the Chatterton-
Weston-Dyott interest in Staffordshire. The testimony of Lady Cavendish's sister, Dorothy
Dyott, was particularly damaging for the plaintiffs, for it presented Lord Cavendish as

attempting, through Dorothy Dyott herself, to pressure Margaret Chatterton into marrying
Robert Bruen.88 Closer to home, perhaps, William's cousin Henry Cavendish (illegitimate
son of his uncle, Henry) admitted arranging a meeting between William and Humphrey
Chatterton, at which the young man agreed to make a settlement on Margaret-though without
admitting anything about a contract.8e The defence also cross-examined some of the plaintiffs.
Sir William was examined on 22 November [609] and was forced to admit moving Margaret
Chatterton 'to love & affecte him'; but he denied giving her silk garters or other love tokens,
and denied takrng any marriage oath by the chimney in his father's bedchamber at Hardwick
in February 16061/71; he was, he insisted, simply 'young and unadvysd'.eo About the letters
he was evasive, not denying that he had written them but questioning whether the copies he
was shown were in fact in his hand.er
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VI
Reading through the surviving records of the case, one is left in no doubt that the plaintiffs
had the beuer of it. Under examination, and no doubt feeling the pressure of the Cavendish

interest, the memories of those with supposed knowledge of the contract grew hazy. John

Molyneux, neighbour of the Cavendishes, neither knew nor had heard anything of it. Neither
ofthe Bruens could recall being present at any contract or pre-contract or knew anything about

the relationship until the time of Margaret Chatterton's departure from the service of Lady
Cavendish; Margaret Bruen did, however, claim to have carried letters between William and

Margaret Chatterton after the latter's dismissal.e2 Of those supposed to have direct knowledge
of it only Humphrey Maddox, while denying being a witness to any contract, claims to have

heard William talk about his intention to marry Margaret Chatterton and to have seen letters in
which he mentioned such an intention.e3 In cross-examination by the defence, he admits having
written a letter he had previously denied, having allegedly promised Sir William to keep quiet
about the whole business, and claims that soon after his deposition for the plaintiff, Lord
Cavendish came and found him in Dyott's lodgings in the Inner Temple and there threatened

him.ea The latter claim sounds plausible; but the former is unpersuasive: Maddox had in his

original deposition already confessed to know of Sir William's intention to marry Margaret
Chatterton.e5 The defendants attempted to find more witnesses: Maddox claimed to have told
John Gesling about the contract.e6 But servants within the Cavendish household were tight-
lipped: Gesling denied any such knowledge, admitting only that Margaret Chatterton and

Robert Bruen had met after her dismissal at his father's house in Alfreton.eT

The case was heard in Star Chamber in early February 16ll[/12].'8 I have been unable

to discover whether sentence were passed at that time (in Star Chamber, sentences were

delivered orally).ee But judgement was almost certainly in favour of the Cavendishes. This
is suggested by the dwindling of a potentially explosive scandal to a few whispers in the

historical record. And it is confirmed by external authority. lnhis Treatise of the Court of Star
Chamber 1162ll, William Hudson cited 'the Case of the lord Cavendish' as an instance of 'the
inveigling of young gentlemen, and entangling of them in contracts of marriage to their utter
ruin'.r00 Hudson, in other words, recalled the case as a victory for the plaintiffs. Since he was

a careful historian of the court who was, at the time of the hearing, a Star Chamber attomey,

his testimony carries considerable authority. r0l

But a legal judgement is not a discovery of truth. That there was an amorous relationship

between Margaret and William, in which the terms 'husband' and 'wife'were used, and letters,

perhaps employing such terms, written, even the plaintiffs concede. The defence that William
was under fourteen at the time and therefore too young to contract is unsustainable. And at

least two features of Lord Cavendish's behaviour after the exposure of the relationship are

inconsistent with his assertion that he believed nothing was amiss. First, he admits attempting
to find a benefice for Robert Bruen after the latter's departure from service.r02 Why should he

have gone to such trouble for a man who had clearly fallen short in his care and government

by failing (on his own account) to have leamed anything about his charge's involvement with
Margaret Chatterton? Second, the extraordinary haste and secrecy with which the wedding of
William to Christian Bruce was arranged-allegedly to avoid the 'great Enemies'who might
have attempted to prevent it-suggests that he knew he had a problem.103 More generally, the

defence's story of intimidation of witnesses seems plausible: if, as the plaintiffs admit, there

was an amorous relationship between William and Margaret, it is hard to accept that William's
manservants-Rose and Bagshaw-would have known nothing about it.
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But to suggest that William had in fact contracted with Margaret Chatterton is not to free

the defendants from charges of conspiracy and practice. On the contrary the behaviour of
the Chattertons and Bruens strains belief in their good faith. It may be understandable that,

in her first interview with a furious Lord Cavendish, Margaret Chatterton mentioned nothing
about a contract and dismissed the relationship as a childish affection; but why were she and

her family silent about it for over a year-from Margaret's dismissal in February l606U7l
until after William's marriage to Christian in April 1608? Their long silence followed by the

manner and timing of the revelation are hard to reconcile with the narrative that they wished
to press the matter of the contract, which would almost certainly have invalidated William's
subsequent marriage.r0a It is easier to square it with the possibility that they wished to seek

some sort of financial settlement with the Cavendishes. Why, when charged with jactitation
of marriage did they fail to appear for their hearing at the Court of Arches? And why did
their associates-in particular, the Bruens, who were allegedly privy to the contract-profess
ignorance ofit when interrogated under oath by clerks ofthe court?

We do not know exactly what took place between William Cavendish and Margaret
Chatterton at Hardwick over the winter of 1606/7; nor can we be sure what words-if any-
passed between the two in Lord Cavendish's bedchamber on the afternoon of 3 February

1606!7).It must, however, be said that the defendants' account, with its language so clearly
geared to establishing the existence ofboth contract ('here I speake in the presence ofgod &
I take thee to my wedded wief') and pre-contract ('w[i]th full purpose never to marrye other
till deathe doth [ust deleted] us part') sounds a little too legalistic to be plausible.'o5 And yet
it seems likely that both plaintiffs and defendants have, in their narratives, given us access to
some aspects ofthe truth. It seems likely that there was a conspiracy, involving some Hardwick
servants and their family networks in Staffordshire, to inveigle young William into a marriage

with Margaret Chatterton; likely also that this eventually metamorphosed into a scheme to
suborn witnesses to a supposed contract of marriage, with a view not to enforcement, but to
a pay-off. That much it seems the plaintiffs have on their side. On the other hand it seems

almost certain that William, of age and competent, had uttered words which may have been ill-
advised but which nonetheless, by strict legal standards, did constitute a contract ofmarriage.
Neither party was completely innocent; neither entirely in the wrong. That the Cavendishes
had the better of it is the obvious conclusion based upon subsequent family history. But that
they did so had perhaps as much to do with the legal firepower they were able to muster as

with the inherent strength of their position. The case of Attorney General ex rel. Cavendish
v. Chatterton, et al. must stand as a warning against any too rosy revisionist picture of Star
Chamber as a court sympathetic to the underdog. The resources of the court were available to
any who had the wherewithal to retain the Attorney General as their counsel; but to make the
most of those resources-by furnishing friendly witnesses, by undermining or intimidating
hostile ones-required wealth and influence.ro6 In such a contest, the Chattertons and their
associates were hopelessly outgunned. While Mlliam went on to consolidate a thriving
aristocratic dynasty, Margaret Chatterton and Robert Bruen have all but vanished from the
historical record.roT
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